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Tyre labelling information
An excellent initiative  
to inform the consumer

FUEL EFFICIENCY

1 OUT OF 5

Tyres account for one tank of fuel 
consumed out of five. With each 
rotation of the wheel, a tyre is  
deformed when it comes into 
contact with the road. As its 
structure is deformed, the tyre  
heats up and some of the energy is 
lost. Reducing this heat build-up 
makes it possible to lower fuel 
consumption and, consequently, 
greenhouse gas emissions. The 
tyre-related force that impedes a 
vehicle’s forward movement is 
called “rolling resistance.”

is the reduction in 

fuel costs for a vehicle 

fitted with A-rated tyres compared 

with one fitted with G-rated tyres.

is the reduction in 

braking distance for a 

vehicle travelling at 50mph** and 

fitted with A-rated tyres compared  

with one fitted with F-rated tyres.

** Performance measured in accordance  
with the testing methods set by Regulation  

EC 1222/2009. European Commission’s Impact 
Assessment SEC (2008) 2860.

Analyse d’Impact SEC de la Commission  
Européenne (2008) 2860.

A tyre with 1 WAVE is only  

HALF AS NOISY AS  

a tyre with 2 WAVES***.

* Based on savings  
of 200 liters of fuel (at £1.30 per litre)  

over a distance of 25000 miles

*** Noise is measured on a vehicle traveling 
at 50mph with the engine switched off.

BRAKING 

DISTANCE 

ON WET ROADS

1 MILLISECOND

The tyre is the vehicle’s only point  
of contact with the road. At 50mph, 
it has less than 1 millisecond to guide 
the vehicle, accelerate or brake.  
The tyre is an important vehicle safety 
component. Its purpose is to grip  
the road, regardless of the condition 
(rough or smooth), of the road  
configuration (straight or curved), 
or the weather conditions  
(dry or wet).

TYRE NOISE LEVELS

EXTERNAL NOISE 

Traffic noise is an auditory nuisance.  
For a vehicle moving at a constant  
speed of 50mph, the noise generated by 
the tyre rolling on the road is generally 
superior to engine noise. This rolling 
noise depends on the type of tyres  
as well as on the road surface.
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    It only specifies braking performance in a straight-line on wet roads 
and does not cover other safety performance parameters, such as: 
• Grip on dry roads or cornering grip on wet roads,  
• Grip in wintry conditions (snow and ice).

  It does not provide any indication of tyre life which is of real interest to 
customers since it has a direct impact on their budget. The difference in tyre  
life of the different tyres available on the market is considerable. It can vary by  
a factor of two, which can be equivalent to more than a year’s motoring!

  Several other parameters that are of interest to consumers are not covered,  
such as road holding, robustness, in-car tyre noise, etc…

Tyre distributors will consequently have a key role to play when it comes  
to explain the other parameters that affect overall tyre performance and  
to respond to the needs of consumers.

However, it does not cover all the demands expressed by consumers,  
nor all their uses:

CUSTOMER

SELECTION CRITERIA

Dry braking •
Wet braking •
Wet cornering •
Fuel savings •
Longevity •
External rolling noise •
Robustness •
Snow braking •
Ice braking •

Performance on winter roads •

Tyre Labelling is an important initiative which enables the motorist to better understand 
the real impact that tyre performance can have on their lives and on society as a whole. 
It measures 3 areas of performance

 

TYRE LABELLING
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Michelin’s labelling results confirm  
the excellence of the brand

MICHELIN’S commitment to safety and the environment

All summer car tyre ranges launched by MICHELIN since 2010 are marked A*  
for grip on wet road surfaces. 

The brand’s commitment to respect of the environment is confirmed  
by the results in fuel efficiency of its core ranges** that are classified  
above or equal to C. 

All new ranges already comply with stricter standards for external rolling noise 
that will come into effect on 1 November 2016 (maximum of 2 waves).

NB: Tyres with specific manufacturer markings or PAX and ZP technologies may have  

different grades in certain cases. 

* except for 14’’ sizes for MICHELIN Energy Saver+ 

** MICHELIN Energy Saver+ and MICHELIN PRIMACY 3 

Michelin’s approach  
how are the labelling classes determined?

The labelling classes of car and van tyres are declared by the tyre manufacturers themselves, 
based on the results of tests carried out in accordance with European-approved procedures.

  The European test procedure permits 
tests to be carried out at a wide range 
of temperatures: from 5°C to 35°C in the 
case of ”Summer” tyres, and from 2°C 
to 20°C in the case of ”Winter” tyres.

  To provide a real-world indication of 
performance and to ensure that all 
types of use are covered, Michelin tests 
its tyres on tracks which comply with 
European guidelines, at a temperature 
of approximately 20°C in the case of ”summer” tyres and approximately 7°C  
in the case of ”winter” tyres. These are the conditions which are the most 
frequently encountered by European motorists.

  Michelin has decided not to test its tyres at the limits of the permitted 
temperatures (e.g. 35°C for summer tyres and 20°C for winter tyres).

 Wet grip

 Fuel efficiency
  With regard to the fuel efficiency 
classification, our European Research 
Centre is equipped with a test rig that 
has been approved by the European 
Commission as the benchmark facility 
for tyre labelling purposes (published 
in the Official Journal of the European 
Union on March 23, 2012).  

 External rolling noise
  All our new ranges already comply  
with the more demanding external 
rolling noise thresholds which are due 
to come into effect on November 1, 
2016 (a maximum of two black 
”waves”). 
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